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as for paragon data recovery, its been available for some time now. in the home, its a handy
free tool to quickly try to recover the contents of a crashed drive. as for professionals, it

offers a complete data recovery solution with support for windows, macos, linux, and unix
operating systems, as well as for multiple file systems. it works with non-recoverable drives,

partial write issues, and even physical damage. its cloud services have recently been
extended to work with (and be accessed via) online accounts (one of which is dropbox).

paragon drive copy 15 professional: paragon drive copy 15 professional is an imaging utility
to be used for the preparation of an image of a hard disk. with paragon drive copy 15

professional, it is possible to create an image of an entire disk as a backup (image file), clone
a disk to a new disk, and create a bootable cd/dvd image (iso file) for installation of a new
operating system. the disk image can be directly used to restore or install the operating

system. clone disk: this feature allows the user to clone a hard disk to another hard disk. the
new hard disk can be a different size or model. the paragon clone disk tool has a simple

wizard interface, which allows you to select the source and destination disks, as well as the
destination disk size, and the type of cloning (full, incremental, or differential). paragon

recovery media builder is a utility that helps you to fix boot problems resulting from logical
errors, hardware malfunctions, or failures. using this powerful tool, you can repair or rebuild
a disk, partition, or an entire computer, and a restore the windows operating system in any

stage of its boot process from cd, dvd, or usb device.
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paragon software group, a leader in data protection, backup and disaster recovery,
announces the release of paragon disk wiper 15 professional for the most secure data

protection on hard disks and ssds and paragon backup & recovery 15 home an easy-to-use
data and pc system backup and recovery tool. the software includes full range of backup and

recovery options for files and folders, the operating system or even the entire hard disk to
any storage of choice (e.g., internal storage, external usb storage, nas, dvd, flash disks, etc.).
the set and forget technology allows the user to set up once while the system will accomplish

backups automatically. the new version is now able to sanitize ssds without affecting their
operating life. in addition to protecting sensitive personal information, disk wiper frees up
space by clearing remnants of deleted files and directories. paragon backup & recovery 15

home backs up not only users data, but also the entire operating system with all settings and
installed applications. both versions support windows 8.1, and purchasers will receive free

updates for windows 10 support. a bundle of paragon disk wiper 15 professional and paragon
backup & recovery 15 home is available for only 39.95$ (80$ value, if purchased separately)
until december 30 th, 2014. live transfer your systems and data want to change an old hdd

to a new ssd with hard disk manager portable, you simply choose where you want your
windows and clone your disk. continue working on your system while windows is being

relocated. no manual operations or reboots necessary just switch over when its ready. new
drive copy functionality creates an exact, uncompressed replica of your systems hard drive

onto another drive. 5ec8ef588b
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